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VALI // SAFETY GLASSES
Lightweight, single-lens safety glasses meet ANSI and CSA Impact Requirements and blocks 99.9% of harmful UV rays.

6632 // COOLING SKULL CAP
Performance knit fabric provides all the cooling and UPF protection, without all the bulk.

6667 // PVA COOLING VEST
This super-evaporative vest with breathable mesh side panels activates quickly and remains cool for up to 4 hours.

7022 // A2 NITRILE COATED DSX GLOVES
ANSI A2 cut protection gloves are touchscreen capable and offer superior grip in dry handling conditions.

6702 COOLING BANDANA W/ EMBEDDED POLYMERS
This cooler will keep 18 cans cold for up to 30 hours and holds up to 300 lbs. of seating during breaks.

KREW'D SPF 50 SUNSCREEN
- 6352 // 1.5oz LOTION
- 6354 // 1.5oz STICK
- 6353 // 5.5oz SPRAY
- 6351 // 8oz LOTION
- 6355 // 32oz LOTION

6487 // COOLING MULTI-BAND
Soft, durable, performance knit fabric wicks moisture when dry and cools when wet. Also provides UPF 50+ protection from UV rays.

6702 // 48QT (45L) JOBSITE COOLER

5170 // 17 QT (16L) JOBSITE COOLER

6353 // 6352 // 6351 // 6355 // 6354

3775L // WATER BOTTLE/CANISTER TRAP - LARGE
Neoprene main material with buckle closure accommodates our 5151, 5152 water bottles or standard 1L bottles/canisters.

6352 // 6351 // 6354 // 6353 // 6355
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6660 // HARD HAT BRIM W/ SHADE
Universal design fits most hard hats and keeps the sun off of necks and out of eyes.

6602 // COOLING TOWEL
Super-advanced, evaporative PVA towel provides hours of cooling relief.

5155 // 2L LOW-PROFILE HYDRATION PACK
Lightweight and low-profile, this portable water source offers unique features to keep you hydrated and safe.

8973 // CLASS C VENTED FULL BRIM HARD HAT
ANSI Z89.1 Class C protection complete with front and rear built-in headlamp mounts, removable/washable padded suspension, and adjustable ratchet system for a precision fit.

ODIN // SAFETY GLASSES
Full frame safety glasses meet ANSI, CSA and MIL-PRF Impact Requirements.

6685 // DRY EVAPORATIVE COOLING VEST
Fill vest with 13-20 oz (400-600mL) of water for up to 3 days of cooling relief.

6485 // MULTI-BAND

6609 // TERRY SWEATBAND

6615 // HIGH-PERFORMANCE DEW RAG

6260 // LIGHTWEIGHT PHASE CHANGE VEST

6000 // 10 X 10 HEAVY-DUTY COMMERCIAL TENT

7041 // A4 NITRILE COATED WSX GLOVES
Lightweight, cool-to-the touch gloves with TenaLux™ yarn provide A4 protection without fiberglass or steel.
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